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Introduction
A pandemic is an epidemic that crosses national or continental boundaries. Inherently, the effects of
pandemics are global. But because the health systems are weaker, and a greater proportion of the
population is in the informal sector, the effects in terms of deaths and livelihoods may be stronger in the
Global South. Therefore, novel applications of data analytics are of great value in the Global South.
However, lower levels of datafication and network and smartphone penetration pose challenges.
Because diseases such as COVID-19 and Ebola are transmitted person-to-person, the effects are broader
than people getting sick or dying. Intuitive responses may be anti-social and regressive.3 Prevention
may involve certain actions that may disrupt social and economic activities. Prevention also requires
identification of and effective isolation or treatment of persons who have been in contact with persons
diagnosed as diseased. Given the possibility that asymptomatic individuals may still transmit the
disease, various forms of mobility and contact restrictions may be applied to a relatively large number of
persons. Behavioral change and restraint are central elements. Therefore, data, information and
knowledge can assist in implementing efficient and effective responses. The intention of this note is to
provide a tour d’horizon, rather than explore issues in depth. Where LIRNEasia has engaged in relevant
research, it will be mentioned.
This tour d’horizon will place emphasis on the possible of uses of data to help stop or slow the spread of
the disease directly. It gives weight to what can be done in the short term.

Exclusions
Obviously, data can help the larger policy process by documenting the extent of the incidence of the
disease and the rate of propagation. This can be done using official data, 4 or other data.5 They will be
critical in increasing the salience of the issue and prodding the decision-makers to act, or the various
pressure groups to exert pressure. But they are not prioritized in this note.
Data can also support early detection of an emerging epidemic or pandemic. Ideally, this knowledge, if
seen as credible, will lead to preventive measures such as travel restrictions and preparations such as
stockpiling of medical supplies. Reportedly, a Canadian health monitoring platform which utilizes
artificial intelligence (AI) tools detected and announced the COVID-19 outbreak in the Hubei Province in
China nine days before the WHO announcement and six days before that by the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.6
The above example falls within the scope of syndromic surveillance. Syndromic surveillance is
"indicator-based" surveillance. It is about finding anomalies against a baseline (or baselines with
seasonal effects). For example, if an abnormal count of similar fever and respiratory symptoms are
detected among an age group in a single location, that could serve as a trigger for epidemiologists to
engage in deeper analysis. Given the focus is on finding deviations from the norm in massive sets of
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data, the task is well suited for AI applications as has been demonstrated by the apparent success of
BlueDot, which uses natural-language processing (NLP) and machine learning to discern patterns and
anomalies in news reports in 65 languages. BlueDot uses airline data and reports of animal disease
outbreaks, but not social media content. It does not have access to actual syndromic surveillance data
from outpatient treatment centers and hospitals.
More than a decade ago LIRNEasia tested the possibilities of using feature phones equipped with Javabased applets and drop-down menus in two districts in India and Sri Lanka to capture syndromic
surveillance data in datafied form and using software that would today be described as narrow AI to
identify deviations from the norm. 7 For this approach to be sustainable over time, the work processes
within hospitals and outpatient units would have to be fully computer-based so that that data used in
syndromic surveillance is a by-product of the diagnosis and treatment, rather than an additional chore.
In many cases, the data would be available for analysis even before the diagnosis is complete. However,
the entire subject is outside the scope of this note because its implementation requires a long-term and
systemic effort, primarily involving the medical establishment.
Data analytics and AI have transformed medical research, especially genomics.8 Indeed, the world
would be in much greater difficulty today if not for this. The COVID-19 disease is estimated to have
originated in the period December 5-23, 2019.9 The mapped genome was submitted by Chinese
researchers to an open source repository on January 17, 2020.10 This speed could only have been
possible because of advanced computing now pervading genomics.

Data-based insights, by purpose
Optimal allocation of scarce resources and targeting of interventions
How big will it be?
In the case of a rapidly growing epidemic policy makers need to be able to forecast what resources (i.e.,
how many ventilators, beds, etc.) will be needed, where and when. This requires the ability to forecast
demand, namely the expected number of patients, classified by levels of care required and location.
Researchers seek to use time series models (auto regressive and ARIMA [Auto Regressive Integrated
Moving Average] models) for forecasting. But in the early stages of the epidemic there are not enough
data for time-series modelling, somewhat obviously. The alternative is to find epidemic curves that are
like the target country/locale using K-means clustering. This proved promising, but with countries
making different kinds of interventions the similarities dissolved. With the limited data, it proved
difficult to get the time series to be stationary, which is required for modeling time series data. Another
approach is using an SIR [Suspected, Infected, and Removed] /SEIR [Susceptible, Exposed, Infected, and
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Resistant] model for which as app has been developed.11 However, estimating model parameters
remains a challenge.12
Modelling work has been hamstrung by difficulties of obtaining reliable data. In Sri Lanka, data from the
Epidemiological Unit was not in adequately datafied form. The numbers tested and the number of
patients treated at hospitals did not tally. Details were missing regarding the residence of a patient,
whether it was a community transmission or an imported case, etc. A recently launched app,
covidsl.com, has a good interface but doubts exist about the quality of the underlying data. There have
also been publications on a correlation between the weather parameters and propagation of COVID-19,
but again, quality of data and difficulties of aligning patient and weather data (which are reported for
different geographical areas) exist.

Where will it hit?
In the case of diseases such as dengue, the emphasis has been on predicting locations where the disease
is most likely to emerge. Contact tracing has not been of importance, because the disease is transmitted
by mosquitoes who have been infected, rather than directly by humans. Instead, the practice has been
for public-health officials to take prophylactic measures targeted to the micro locations (such as home,
office or school) where the infected person may have spent significant time. Prediction models
developed by researchers13 can be used to allocate scarce medical resources efficiently or to target
preventive measures.
Instead of the after-the-fact targeting of micro locations as in the case of dengue, here the objective is
to identify larger locales such as cities, districts or provinces before the fact. Models that predict human
movements at particular time may have proven useful, for example in containing the original outbreak
in Wuhan by identifying the main locations of travel from Wuhan during the Chinese New Year. 14 These
models would be based on historical travel patterns and may not be fully accurate for a specific year,
but it would still improve resource allocation and targeting of interventions. If, for various reasons,
travel cannot be stopped, this would allow the optimal placement of limited thermal scanners and other
devices.
Each disease has symptoms. In the case of COVID-19 elevated temperature is an indicator. If all or a
significant proportion of the population has connected temperature sensors on their bodies or are using
thermometers capable of automatically reporting temperatures, that could be a source of data that can
be analyzed for insights.15 Sensors could be handed out for no charge, as is being done to some extent
11
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in the case of COVID-19. Devices such as Fitbit can communicate far more than just temperature.
Alternatively, apps can be loaded on to smartphones, or smartphones with apps installed could be given
to a random sample or a class of people. The reports can be pseudonymized, in which case the impacts
on individual privacy will be minimal. Clusters of high-temperature individuals may be interpreted as an
outbreak of disease, and test kits and other resources moved to that location. But this may have
impacts on what is described as collective or group privacy.16
The large populations of developing countries, gaps in wireless coverage and cost make it unlikely that
specialized human-body sensor networks will be a practical option at the present time. But if they are
used, there will be broad privacy concerns that will have to be addressed. The “big data” or the
transaction-generated data that will be most effective in all countries of the Global South is Mobile
Network Big Data (MNDB) comprising Call Detail Record (CDR) and Visitor Location Registry (VLR) data.
The former depends on calls, texts and Internet searches being done by the user (or the persons
connecting with them). The latter is a form of things communicating with things, also known as Internet
of Things or IoT. They yield insights on social networks and on physical mobility (where the phone and
its carrier has been at what time). Network data (obtained from operators) provides the best coverage,
independently of terminal devices and GPS. 17
CDR and VLR data can yield rich insights, about the population but also about individuals. When
pseudonymized data is used, there are few concerns about personal data.18 For the models to be of
optimal use, it would be necessary to use near real-time data. Pseudonymizing data requires time,
especially if data from multiple operators are used, as should be. Depending on the weight placed on
speed, personally identifiable information (PII) may or may not be involved. If the data are used without
proper pseudonymization, it may require exemptions from data protection laws.
However, the predictions will identify locations that are likely to be clusters. The “group privacy” of the
people living in those locations will be affected in that they may be subject to various forms of
interventions and constraints. But this is a necessary and desirable identification. Unless groups who
are likely to be infected or are likely to infect others are identified in time, people will die.
A prejudice against actions based on group attributes would frustrate efforts to improve the functioning
of society in systematic, evidence-based ways. For example, it is routine to associate various
characteristics or behaviors with persons living in geographical areas (e.g., in poverty mapping), by age
group and gender and so on. It is considered desirable to “target” various policy measures to specific
groups and indeed to improve the targeting by various means. Without group identification it will be
impossible for modern societies to function. This is possibly the reason why safeguards against group
identification do not currently exist in law and are not likely to exist in the future.19
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Contact tracing
Quick control of diseases that are transmitted person-to-person depends on prompt and complete
identification of all who have come into contact with the person who has tested positive for the
disease.20 WHO has developed an application called Go.Data to assist with contact tracing. The tool
enables “case investigation, contact follow-up, visualization of chains of transmission including secure
data exchange and is designed for flexibility in the field.” 21 Singapore and South Korea appear to have
mastered this in the case of COVID-19.22 It appears at present that in Singapore the contact tracing is
primarily done using traditional police methods, rather than the use of MNBD or other data. The
traditional methods appear to be working well because people either trust the government or believe
that the retribution likely to follow a lack of cooperation is bound to be severe. In South Korea, officials
use security camera footage, credit card records, even GPS data from vehicles and mobile phones.23 It
appears that in Taiwan, massive data sets such as health insurance and immigration data bases are
being integrated and analyzed. 24
The Singapore government has developed a community smartphone application called TraceTogether. 25
The app sends short-distance Bluetooth signals among phones of participating proximate users. The app
estimates the distance between the app users and the duration of such encounters. Encounter records
are encrypted and stored locally on phones for 21 days, the incubation period of the COVID-19 virus. If a
user were to be diagnosed as infected, and with user consent, this data is then shared with authorized
government officials who would access the data and obtain the mobile numbers of the user’s contacts. 26
Sandy Pentland of MIT is planning to launch a Beta version of a similar app that is GDPR compliant in a
week.27 The WHO is also developing a similar application.28
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In situations where the identified patient has difficulty recalling all the persons who have been in
contact or is uncooperative, investigators would be tempted to seek evidence from CCTV cameras, 29 or
records from telecom operators. Legal authority has been given to Shin Bet, the Israeli internal security
agency to use MNBD to trace contacts.30 It has been claimed without too much evidence that telecom
operators in Taiwan and South Korea have provided governments with individual-level data to track
contacts.31 The narrative is much stronger in terms of state surveillance in the case of China.32 Not only
data from the network itself but also from nearby WiFi networks and Bluetooth beacons are said to be
used. What is intriguing is that universities and other entities appear to be collaborating with the UK
government to build similar capabilities into apps that are to be installed on willing users’ phones.

Enforcing quarantine
When large numbers must be quarantined and their movements controlled, it is natural to think of
technology. Geo-fencing is a technique that has been used to generate alerts or to disable certain
devices when they move outside a defined perimeter.
Data from mobile operators can be used to track the movements of persons ordered to self-isolate or
enter quarantine. Depending on the sophistication of the mobile operators’ systems, the location
resolution in this data would be finer than just the location of a base station. Urban areas with higher
base station density can provide for a more localized estimation of a user. However, these can be
further augmented by continuously triangulating and tracking the movements of those isolated/
quarantined.
Hong Kong has implemented a system based on wrist bands, smartphones and actions that have to be
taken by the person in quarantine (e.g., taking a photograph and sending it within a tight time frame, in
Singapore).33 What is feasible in developed economies such as Singapore and Hong Kong where almost
universal availability of smartphones may be assumed, may not be possible in countries of the Global
South.

Building trust
It has been found that trust by users in the organization that is implementing some change contributes
to success. In many countries in the Global South, the state lacks legitimacy. The public does not trust it
to keep its word. Conspiracy theories abound as do anecdotes about rules being bent for the benefit of
the powerful. In these conditions, introducing technological means to help overworked officials with
necessary actions such as contact tracing and enforcing quarantine is likely to prove difficult. In
countries such as South Korea and Singapore where the population has experience of earlier epidemics
such as SARS and MERS and where the state has actually performed well in taking people out of poverty
and providing public services, it appears that there is a greater receptiveness to technological solutions
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such as proximity-recording apps. Just because they work in such societies, there is no guarantee of
acceptance in poor countries of the Global South.
In many countries, infection equals stigma. The notice that had been issued by Air India asking for the
cessation of discriminatory and hostile acts against its employees by neighbors in housing societies 34
exemplifies the problem. Healthcare professionals are also being discriminated against.35 Here, it
appears that ill-informed and untrusting residents of housing societies assume that all who travel
abroad are carriers of infection. They are driven by fear and lack the information to differentiate
between greater and lesser risks. This leads to unreasonable discrimination against entire classes of
people.
To condemn discrimination against doctors, nurses or airline personnel is not to say that the risks of
infection through them is not significant. Addressing the fear that drives the overbroad, anti-social
behavior requires first that the fear be understood and acknowledged. Instances exist of public policy
recognizing such fears and seeking to assuage them, even at the cost of violating principles such as
redemption and privacy. Many rich countries subscribing to liberal values maintain registries of persons
who have committed “sex offences” and completed their punishment. In the USA, these registries are
open to the public.36
One solution that does not violate rights is to seek to convince the fearful members of the public of the
unreasonableness of their behaviors and the public good that is served by supporting workers such as
healthcare and transport professionals who are engaged in providing essential services.37 The efficacy of
this solution in low-trust societies is patchy at best, but there is no alternative to trying. However, it
may be worth complementing it with an additional measure, that of transparency: giving people
credible information about testing procedures and the precautions being taken to ensure that frontline
personnel performing essential tasks are protected from infection.
But this cannot be done for every single member of society, only for specific classes of frontline
employees. Controversial though it may be the dashboard that can be seen by anyone about every
single COVID-19 case in Singapore may be seen as an attempt to provide a general solution.38 In
addition to a network diagram that shows all the infection clusters and cases, the dashboard also
discloses information about infected persons, short of the name. That means that information such as
address, workplace, age, etc. are published along with details of contacts and medical condition. On the
face, this level of disclosure appears overbroad and violative of privacy as commonly understood in
many societies.
Were a similar dashboard be provided in a low-trust society, the results may be different. Most likely,
the conversation will shift to how various adjustments have been made for the rich and the powerful or
about how certain patients have been kept out of the records altogether. However challenging it is, it
34
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seems that new approaches to the problem of building trust is critical to the management of pandemics.
There is merit in looking at the Singapore dashboard in the context of trust-building, ensuring that the
necessary safeguards are established, etc. Simply staying with the low-trust equilibrium is not an
option.

Concluding comments
This short tour d’horizon provided an overview of actions that may be taken using “big data” as well as
“small data” to provide solution that would contribute to improved management of pandemics.
Emphasis was placed on solutions appropriate for the context of the Global South. It is possible to
quickly adapt some technological solutions developed in rich countries for contact tracing and
quarantine enforcement. The modeling for early detection and for resource allocation using big data is
more challenging, in that issues of adequately datafied records and intra-state frictions about releasing
or sharing data have to be addressed. The larger question of building or rebuilding trust using
technological or other means also has to be given priority.
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